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• We have been studying the Lord’s return for us.

• We shall all give an account of our lives to Him.

• What have we done for Him that will stand that day?

• What have we done for others that will stand?
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- **Existence** ... your own soul and its own happiness
- **Performance** ... what you accomplish with your life
- **Relationships** ... how you affect God and others
- **Experiences** ... what happens of pain or pleasure
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- Contrary to evolution – you are not an animal
- You have a heart and mind different from them
- You were not asked if you wanted life or not
- But you have it ... and you should make the most of it!
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• Some say ... make a difference in the world.

• Others ... to fulfill my destiny or purpose.

• Others ... to add value to those around me.

• Others ... to enjoy life to its fullest without pain.

• Others ... to be a success by many measures.
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• This is the most important subject we can consider.

• What will you do with your life?

• Solomon wrote inspired philosophy for your life.

• You should heed him before life is over (Ec 12:1, 13-14).
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• God did.

• This is one of the most basic and important facts.

• Children should be taught this as early as possible.

• The infinite Creator made you by absolute authority.

• The next ten seconds or another decade are His gifts.
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Why Did He Give You Life?

• For Himself (Pr 16:4)!

• What does it mean? To get Himself glory by you.

• For His own pleasure (Rev 4:11)!

• What does it mean? To please Himself by you!

• He did not give you your life for you! Get this straight!
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Who Should Measure Your Life?

- God’s purpose and desire should be all that counts.
- We cannot let other dirt bags who hate God tell us.
- Those going to hell should not tell us how to live.
- They follow the devil and his lies. Ignore them!
- The world is the enemy of God. Ignore its opinions!
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Who Tries to Measure Your Life?

- **The World** … the evil society around us of God-haters.
- **The devil** … the spirit enemy of God and your soul.
- **Your flesh** … your wicked desires and thoughts.
- **These three** … work together to deny God your life.
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- **Peer Pressure** ... those your age approving you or not
- **Advertising** ... constant assault by media to conform
- **“Stars”** ... actors, athletes, politicians, cool guys, etc.
- **Lifestyle** ... the priorities, pleasures, etc. of neighbors
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- **Bad thoughts** ... fiery darts in brain to be quenched
- **Doubts** ... it is not worth it; cannot do it; no fun
- **Lies** ... have God and the world; a few sins don’t hurt
- **Circumstances** ... look its right here ... it must be right
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• Imaginations ... what you could be ... wanna be, etc.

• Listener ... it likes what it hears from devil and world

• Lusts ... your bodily cravings for proven pleasure

• Heart ... follow your heart? Your deceitful heart?
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Research to find the cure for AIDS
What Counts to the World?

Politics
What Counts to the World?

Feeding the Poor in Africa
What Counts to the World?

Athletic Success
What Counts to the World?

Having Fun – Doing Whatever You Want
What Counts to the World?

Great Looking Spouse
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- Follow your heart and do whatever makes you happy
- Don’t let anyone tell you what you have to do
- Satisfy all your lusts (remember Jesus and bread)
- Get all the glory you can (remember the kingdoms)
- Use hypocrisy to presume (remember temple roof)
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- Make as much money as you can to be impressive
- Be as important as you can in others’ opinions
- Be as attractive and fit as you can
- Get a fancy title and job to impress others
- Have lots of friends and be cool and a special person
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- Solomon – superior ability, privilege, power, person
- Every advantage the world, devil, flesh could want
- Anything you can dream ... he had more, much more!
- God raised him up and made him write his life for you
- His conclusions are the most important lessons
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• It was all vanity – empty, wasted, worthless, nothing!

• It vexed his spirit – pained, frustrated, disappointed!

• All was worthless – and pained him getting / keeping

• Can you get value or pleasure? – you ain’t Solomon!

• This king wrote you a letter to make your life count!
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Ecclesiastes 12:13-14
What Was His Conclusion?

13 Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter: Fear God, and keep his commandments: for this is the whole duty of man.

14 For God shall bring every work into judgment, with every secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it be evil.

Ecclesiastes 12:13-14
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What Other Problems Arise?

- They will not satisfy – you will seek more and more.
- No matter what you pick – it will not make you happy.
- You will never be the best – for there will be a better.
- If you achieve something – you will fear losing it.
- If you achieve something – death will take it away.
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- **The Bible** ... it defines pleasing God and success.
- **Fruit** ... the visible, spiritual results of you and others
- **Parents and pastors** ... how do God’s offices see you
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How Do Good Men Measure?

- The same as God – that is why they are good men.
- They can read the Bible and measure you by it.
- They know the fruit of true success and look for it.
- They hear the assessment of God’s offices about you.
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- **Enoch** ... he walked with God – no word of other stuff.

- **Joseph** ... godly to father, Potiphar, prison, Pharaoh.

- **Paul** ... labored more than others ... but nothing else.

- **David** ... delighted in God and sought to build temple.
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- **Abraham** ... he left all for somewhere ... did it work?
- **Mary Magdalene** ... loved Jesus ... what did she have?
- **Esther** ... could have died for her request for the Jews.
- **Ruth** ... she lost all for Naomi and God ... did it pay?
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Who in the Bible Wasted Their Life?

- Lot ... chose Sodom and the world and lost everything
- Demas ... left Paul for his love of this present world
- Solomon ... became a fool for outlandish women
- Rich, young ruler ... had so much in his favor, but ...
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Who out of the Bible Counted?

- **William Tyndale** ... 1st printed English Bible ... burned!
- **Martyrs** ... many ... gave all for Christ ... where now?
- **James Strong** ... project was exhaustive concordance
- **Women** ... countless ... loved their husbands/children
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Who out of the Bible Wasted It?

- Alexander the Great ... John F. Kennedy
- Benjamin Franklin ... Henry Ford
- Bill Gates ... Warren Buffet ... Donald Trump
- Babe Ruth ... Bill Russell ... Michael Jordan
- Anyone ... no matter how great ... without God first.
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What Is God’s Measure of a Life?

• Fearing God and doing His commandments (Ec 12:13).

• Glorifying in Him, not man’s three idols (Jer 9:23-24).

• Glorify Him in body and spirit – His own (I Co 6:19-20).

• Godliness with contentment … great gain (I Tim 6:6)!

• Two rules – love God supremely and others over self!
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What Is a Successful Man?

- Holy and pure against all lusts (Ps 119:9; II Ti 2:22).
- Gracious speech by a pure heart ... for kings (Pr 22:11).
- Sober ... hard for all men ... but is greatness (Tit 2:6).
- Prudent (Pr 24:27) and diligent (Pr 22:29) in all things.
- What is your CQ (character quotient)? WQ? SQ?
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What Is a Successful Woman?

- Meek and quiet spirit ... precious to God (I Pet 3:3-4).
- Fear of the Lord leading to virtuous woman (Prov 31).
- The things aged women should teach (Titus 2:3-5).
- Modesty and good works for adorning (I Tim 2:9-10).
- Love for Christ above anyone anywhere (Ps 73:25-26)
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Think About this True Success!

- It does not require good parents or upbringing!
- It does not require an inheritance or money!
- It does not require good looks or athletic skills!
- It does not require education in an ivy league school!
- It does not require the approval of anyone else!
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Who Lived the Greatest Life?

• Jesus of Nazareth ... born in obscurity ... died at 33.

• How would the world count Him? A despised failure.

• How does God measure Him? No comparison!

• How does God measure Him? Promoted over all!

• How do good men measure Him? Altogether lovely!
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What Should You Do Tonight?

• Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ (Acts 16:30-31).

• Confess your sins of worldly goals for life (Pr 28:13).

• Beg God for right priorities and passions (Ps 119:36).

• Read, meditate, and pray to delight in God (Job 22:21).

• Get rid of influences (inputs) that seduce (Rom 13:14).
For Further Study
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